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 DELICIOUS 
AUTUMN SOUP 
RECIPE

Residents are loving 
our homemade pea 
soup. Why not try 
our delicious recipe.

ANGELA RANDLE
Head of Kindness,  
Care and Quality

Focusing entirely on  
making the home  

resident friendly, our team  
have thought of everything from  
beautiful en-suite bedrooms to interior-designed 
light and spacious communal areas. 

As well as the exciting facilities, you can expect 
kind and compassionate, high-quality care 
services, delicious dining options, and a varied 
activities programme. 

You’ll find a cinema where residents can enjoy the 
latest releases or favourite films with popcorn 
and delicious treats from our kitchen team. You 
will be free to visit our cafe which will serve daily, 
homemade cakes and which will be open to the 
public so residents can engage with the local 
community. Alternatively, you can visit  
our spa and hair salon for  
a treatment or two.

After the lovely feedback we had  
from our first Springfield Press,  

I am delighted to introduce our second, 
Autumn edition. As Head of Kindness, 
Care and Quality, I’m privileged to work 
closely with all our teams. My role is really 
varied and busy and so it’s wonderful to 
take time to pause with our magazine 
and reflect on all the wonderful things 
happening in our homes. All our homes 
are physically and emotionally in the heart 
of their communities and it’s important 
to me that we celebrate that too, so I 
particularly enjoyed the features about our 

intergenerational projects and welcoming 
the Harrogate community on September’s 
Heritage Day. And, if you have an event 
or community hub that you would like to 
promote in the next Springfield Press  
then we’d love to hear from you.  
In the meantime, grab a cup of  
Yorkshire’s finest and take  
5 minutes of quiet time to  
enjoy our magazine.  
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HERITAGE  
OPEN DAY

WHAT TO DO IN  
YORKSHIRE IN AUTUMN?

CHAPTER HOUSE CARE HOME
NOW OPEN  

IN THE 
HEART OF 
BEVERLEY

WE ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT 
SPRINGFIELD’S SEVENTH BEAUTIFUL 
RESIDENCE, CHAPTER HOUSE CARE HOME, 
IS NOW OPEN!

READ MORE ABOUT OUR NEWEST HOME IN OUR EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
WITH ROBERT HALL , PERIPATETIC MANAGER, ON PAGE 18.

TO  BOOK A  TOUR ,  CALL

01482 904647 
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ACTIVITIES & WELLBEING

Staff and residents at Seacroft Grange Care 
Village have been participating in regular arts 

and crafts sessions. Using their creative skills, 
residents cut out and worked together to  
create a campfire for the garden.

Creative activities provide huge  
benefits to our residents’  
wellbeing whilst improving  
their cognitive stimulation.

GETTING 
CREATIVE

FURRY AND 
FEATHERED 
FRIENDS
At Chocolate Works Care Village, we 

welcomed some furry and feathered 
friends to visit our residents. Thank you 
Ryedale Animal Group for the fun and 
educational time!

Music is a very popular activity at Springfield 
Care Home. It brings our residents alive, 

helping them to reminisce and enabling them to 
socialise with others. 

Music is a powerful tool, which unlocks 
memories and connects to parts of the brain 
in ways that other forms of communication 
cannot. Research highlights the positive effects 
of music for people with dementia for improving 
cognition, memory, speech, communication 
skills and overall wellbeing. It has also been 
found to reduce agitation and depression for 
some individuals.

Our ‘Step Back In Time’ initiative provides an 
opportunity for residents to get involved and 
experience something new. One of our resident’s 
favourites ‘Step Back In Time’ days took us on a 
day trip to the seaside.

Residents at Seacroft Green enjoyed playing 
hook a duck, making sandcastles and tucking 
into some old-fashioned lolly pops and choc ices. 
We looked back at photographs of the most 
popular British holiday destinations and talked 
about our memories of going on caravan holidays 
there or walking along the coast for the day. 

STEP BACK IN TIME

Mayfield View  
welcomed local  

florist, Cosmos Flowers, 
Ilkley, to make Autumnal 
flower arrangements with 
our residents. They loved this 
activity and we’re delighted 
with the finished outcomes.

Seacroft Green resident, 
Eurico, chats about 
cooking, baking and 
comfort food in local 
podcast with Chapel FM. 

Tune in to their monthly  
conversations and find  
out more about Euricos  
love of food!

TAKE A BITE  
OUT OF THIS  
WITH CHAPEL FM

Our homes are members of  
NAPA who are working towards 
enabling creativity and 
connection, providing person 
centred, meaningful opportunities 
and supporting a whole service 
approach to wellbeing.

Prioritising
Wellbeing

Prioritising
Wellbeing

MUSIC. . .
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ACTIVITIES & WELLBEING

Nature plays a huge role in the lives of our 
residents. Spending time in green space 

can benefit both your mental and physical 
wellbeing; improving your mood, reducing 
feelings of stress, improve your confidence, 
help you be more active and much more! We 
always try to ensure that no matter where you 
are in the building, residents have a constant 
connection with the outdoors.

To encourage time in nature, our activities 
team and gardening groups meet regularly. 
They work together to plant fruit, vegetables 
and flowers to make the gardens look 
beautiful. We have several gardening projects 
on the go that are keeping residents active 
and engaged and focusing on a common 
project.

GARDENING & NATURE  
FOR RESIDENTS

PET THERAPY  
DOG - DOUGIE

Residents at Seacroft Green have been receiving 
regular visits from their favourite furry friend 

– Dougie! Dougie’s visits bring lots of happy faces 
to our residents who now stock up on dog treats, 
eagerly awaiting his next visit.

At Seacroft Green, we have many talented 
artists who participated in a lovely afternoon of 
art making. To get residents thinking about our 
environment and how to use resources within 
the home, we used recycled fabric pieces as our 
canvases and made our own paint by crushing 
up raspberries and using the juice for a beautiful 
pink shade! This got us thinking about natural 
shapes that can be found in nature, with one of 
our residents seeing the image of a cow’s head 
in his mushroom print and turning that idea into 
a beautiful piece of work about animals.

COOKING. . .
We’ve been cooking up some storms 

across our Springfield homes. Residents 
at Seacroft Green enjoyed creating salads 
during the summer months, to combat the 
heat. Everyone loved taking it in turns to chop 
ingredients and create the salad. 

As a thank you, one of our residents decided 
to cook an Indian meal for staff to enjoy. With 
help from the activities team, he made two 
delicious curries with rice and naan bread. The 
food was so tasty. “Compliments to the chef.”

NATIONAL ART  
IN CARE HOMES DAY

The different pieces of artwork were all 
fitted together at the end to make one big, 
stunning piece of patterned artwork!
#AICH2022

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
SOME ADVICE ON HOW 
TO BEGIN YOUR CARE 
JOURNEY?

SCARECROWS AT  
MAYFIELD VIEW
An unfamiliar face greeted residents and 

visitors at Mayfield View with the addition of 
scarecrow Archie. Our talented residents used their 
creativity to create Archie to display in the garden. 
This was followed by a well-deserved Baileys and 
Hot chocolate in our popular Teapot Cafe.

Take a look 
at our new 
care advice 
webpage



  Spilmans Pumpkin Festival 2022 -  
Church Farm, Sessay, YO7 3NB

Open weekends 1st/2nd and 8th/9th October 
and daily on 14th/15th/16th & 18th October. 
With over 125,000 pumpkins of all different 
sizes and colours to choose from, tractor rides, 
pumpkin sling shot, a carving tent and fairground 
rids, Spilmans is truly a fun family day out. 

  York Ghosts in the Garden – Museum 
Gardens, Museum St, York YO1 7FR

 September 23rd – November 7th 2022

Why not take a trip to Yorks Museum Gardens 
this Halloween, to find ghostly shadows and 
capture the ethereal sculptures in their beautiful 
setting. Proven to be very popular with families 
and photographers, this year’s display promises 
to be bigger and better with the addition of even 
more ghosts than last year! There are twenty-
five ghosts in all to find. 

  Van Gogh Alive – Regency Hall Yorkshire, 
142 E Parade, Bradford BD1 5BP

Van Gogh Alive is coming to Bradford this 
autumn for its Yorkshire premiere. Experience 
the artist like never before in this multi-sensory 
experience at Regency Hall Yorkshire. 
Buy tickets at https://vangoghaliveuk.com/bradford/ 

 Castle Howard, York YO60 7DA
There is always something exciting going on 
at Castle Howard with their ever-changing 
programme of events. Why not visit to enjoy 
the spectacular Autumn colours at the home of 
some of the largest and rarest trees in England. 
Explore the 120 acres of beautiful foliage, 
wander around the halls of the beautiful home or 
take a picnic to enjoy the beautiful surroundings. 

  York Gate, Back Church Lane, Adel,  
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS16 8DW

York Gate is a Grade II national heritage garden, 
inspired by the Arts & Crafts movement. The 
garden was first opened in 1951, now widely 
recognised as one of the most innovative small 
gardens in the world.

Extend your visit by visiting the café, for some 
wholesome homemade food that reflects the 
seasons and promotes local produce or visit the 
gift shop for the perfect place to find something 
special for the home and garden.
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LOOKING AFTER OUR TEAM
Those working in the care sector are 
often faced with challenges that are 
both physically and mentally challenging. 
That is why we are determined to 
find ways that make our teams feel 
supported and happy. We proudly offer 
an exceptional package of benefits to 
help support our people’s health and 
finances, on top of our competitive 
rates of pay, excellent training, mental 
health first aiders, award schemes and 
great career progression. This makes 
Springfield a fantastic place to work for 
you and your career.

Our new Employee Wellbeing Lead, 
Adele Burton, has been working on 
improving our employee wellbeing 
programme which has gone from 
strength to strength in recent months 
with the introduction of our Medicash 
healthcare plan and free Blue Light Card.

Adele said  
“Staff wellbeing is 
crucial to ensure 
that our residents 
get the very best, 
safe care. In order 
for our staff to 
provide sustainable 
and person-centred 
care, we must ensure 
that our teams are 
healthy, engaged and 
have good mental and 
physical wellbeing. 
We will continue to 
invest in our staff and 
make sure Springfield 
is a happy place to 
work.”

ADELE BURTON
New Employee  
Wellbeing Lead

WHAT TO DO  
IN YORKSHIRE  
IN AUTUMN?

For those who want 
to get out and about 
this Autumn, there’s 
plenty of family fun 
around. We’ve picked 
out some of the 
highlights on offer. 
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Mental Health  
First Aiders & 

Wellbeing Support

Medicash  
Health and 
Wellbeing  
Cash Plan

Blue Light Card -  
2 Year  

Membership

STAFF AND RESIDENT WELLBEING

At Springfield, our residents’ and staffs’ 
wellbeing is our priority. We’re always 
looking for new and innovative ways to 
support their mental and physical wellbeing.

RESIDENT WELLBEING
From pet therapy to gardening 
club and Springfield strollers 
walking group, we have an 
activities programme filled 
with exciting opportunities for 
residents. We regularly welcome 
external professionals to work 
with residents on mobility and 
stability to aid physical wellbeing. 
Exercise can be a key contributor 
to the overall quality of life for 
residents in our homes.

Our Wellbeing & Activities 
Coordinator, Kirsty, from our 
Mayfield View home explains, 
“the aim of our activities 
programmes are to engage 
residents, promote stress relief, 
improve wellbeing and boost 
their positive emotions. Our 
person-centred programmes 
ensure that activities are always 
tailored to support residents’ 
needs, hobbies and interests 
whilst developing new ones.”
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Harcourt Gardens, is a specialist residential 
and dementia care home in the heart 

of Harrogate. Our team spent months 
researching, developing, planning and 
designing our beautiful purpose-built home in 
order to make sure Harcourt Gardens offers 
residents something unique. 

NICHE-Leeds is 
an innovative 
partnership 

of care provider 
organisations and 
academia which 
strives to enhance 
the experience of 
care home residents, 
relatives and staff. 
Launched in Autumn 
2018, NICHE-Leeds 
has two organising 
principles; resident-
centred focus and 
interdisciplinary 
collaboration. 

THE FOCUSES ARE:  

      addressing key challenges that 
matter most for residents and 
their families, care home staff and 
senior operational managers and 
executives.

      undertaking research and 
development that meets the 
highest scientific standards, that 
is internationally excellent, but 
that is accessible to and useful for 
care homes.

      offering sustainable solutions 
that are developed jointly by care 
and science.

Springfield is working with  
NICHE-Leeds on the following 
research topics:

• mouth care

•  recruitment and retention  
of the care workforce

•  person centred care  
technology roll out

•  supporting residents  
who resist personal care   

Working with residents, their 
family, friends and care home  
staff is a key part of the 
partnership. 

NURTURING  
INNOVATION IN CARE 
HOME EXCELLENCE  
IN LEEDS  
(NICHE-LEEDS)

1

2

3

If you would like to 
know more or would like 
to get involved, please 
feel free to get in touch. 

The team would be 
more than happy to  

talk with you!IRIA CUNHA  -  
NICHE-Leeds Practice Linking Pin:   
iria.cunha@springfieldcarevillages.com  

“My mother is happy and settled and is full of praise 
for every aspect of Harcourt Gardens. She loves her 
room, the food, the company, the staff. Everything 
is the quality of a 5 star hotel where residents are 
put first whatever their needs. We are so pleased 
and grateful to have found Harcourt Gardens which 
has given my mum a new lease of life.”

Sally-Anne T  
(Daughter of Resident) 

To find out more about what we can offer 
you or a loved one, call our team today!

DEMENTIA CARE
At the forefront of  
luxury care in Yorkshire 

CALL SPRINGFIELD ON 

t: 0113 537 1672  
w: www.harcourt-gardens.co.uk

At Harcourt Gardens, our private dining 
area offers a space for residents to enjoy 

special occasions with family and friends. 
Whether you’re celebrating a birthday, an 
anniversary or simply wish to enjoy a family 
meal, our team will work with you to organise 
a unique and memorable dining experience.

We strive to defy the perception of the 
quality and food options in care homes. We 
create weekly menus that are tailored to 
you with freshly prepared foods that are 
full of flavour. Our Hospitality team take 
pride in creating healthy, delicious and 
nutritious foods that cater to your tastes and 
preferences.

We work with residents to create their 
very own care plans, discussing dietary 
requirements, preferences and dislikes. 
We also get to know what family recipes 
they loved and what food brings back good 
memories etc. This allows us to ensure 
residents’ needs are met and that they enjoy 
their dining experience at Harcourt Gardens.

PRIVATE DINING. . .
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MENTAL 
HEALTH

DIGITAL  
TRAILBLAZERS
Research shows that men are 
less likely to speak about their 
feelings, with half of men feeling 
uncomfortable talking about their 
emotion, compared to 40% of 
women (Mind UK). Touchstones’ 
new initiative aims to tackle 
men’s health inequalities in Leeds. 
Springfield Healthcare are working 
with Touchstone to raise awareness 
and break the stigma of mental 
health, especially in men. We 
welcomed representatives to our 
Springfield homes to speak with our 
male residents about ‘what does 
masculinity mean to them.’

This activity encouraged open 
conversations with our residents 
and proved to be a very valuable 
activity.

Men’s Health Unlocked  
(MHU) is a Leeds-based  
network supporting men’s 
health and wellbeing. 
MHU, in partnership with 
its members, provides 
information, advice 
and resources, whilst 
identifying gaps in 
provision, and developing 
collaborative solutions to 
meet these needs.

Springfield Healthcare 
is working with MHU on 
two projects: Digital 
Trailblazers and The 
Digital Inclusion Project.

SUICIDE  
AWARENESS

At Springfield, we’re working 
to break down the stigma 

surrounding suicide. Our teams 
have been encouraged to 
complete the ‘Zero Suicide 
Alliance’ online training so that  
we all feel as though we can  
talk openly about suicide. 

STAYING ACTIVE
Regular exercise is important 
for overall wellbeing by reducing 
stress, increasing energy levels 
and boosting your immune system 
(which is even more important 
during the colder months). Whether 
it’s a 5km run, a walk to the shops 
or a 10-minute workout video, 
consistency is key.
 
EATING A  
WELL-BALANCED DIET
During Autumn, our bodies desire 
more energy-dense foods such 
as fats and carbs, but research 
suggests that eating seasonal, 
fibre-rich, non-processed foods is 
even more important during these 
months. Try focusing on eating 
foods such as sweet potatoes, dark 
leafy greens, squash and apples, 
whilst adding beans, lentils and 
whole grains into your diet along 
with a good protein source such 
as chicken, tofu or prawns. This will 
improve energy levels and keep 
your body fuelled for longer.

As we move into 
Autumn, reduced 
sunlight and a drop in 
serotonin can affect 
mood. There’s lots 
we can do to boost 
our mood. Take a 
look at some of our 
suggestions from our 
team at Springfield 
Care Home, Garforth.

AUTUMN  
MENTAL HEALTH/ 
WELLBEING TIPS. . .

Staying active is  
one of the most 
important things  

you can do for both  
your physical, and  
mental health.

21st Century Man - A study into modern masculinity  
and art exhibition at the Northern Man Festival

oliverneilsonart

 

  

Small things can
make a big difference.

with a free personalised Mind Plan.

Search Every Mind Matters or

Find ways to be kind to your mind

Scan the QR code to get yours

TAKE A BREAK  
FROM TECHNOLOGY
We often find it difficult to step 
away from our mobile phones since 
phones have become an integral 
part of our lives. It can be difficult 
to resist the urge to check our 
phones, with research showing that 
the average person checks their 
phone 52 times per day.

Taking a break from technology 
can improve relationships, increase 
productivity, reduce stress, improve 
physical and mental health. Try 
spending less time on your phone 
by turning your notification off, 
giving yourself some ‘phone free’ 
time in an evening and use the 
‘Screentime app’ to see which apps 
you’re wasting the most time on.Local artist, Oliver Neilson, will be creating a visual for each home with the 

words and comments that residents used in response to this question. 
Residents are excited for the reveal of this artwork.

DIGITAL INCLUSION 
PROJECT
Many men need support and 
encouragement to access 
online services and social 
media. This project is for 
adult males across Leeds 
who feel they could benefit 
from having access to the 
internet and who would like to 
increase their confidence using 
technology. To help overcome 
digital exclusion, Men’s Health 
Unlocked are providing free wi-
fi enabled tablets and training 
to our male residents across 
our Springfield homes. We 
feel very fortunate to be one 
of the organisations who are 
benefitting from this project.
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NEWS. . .

Many falls can be prevented by taking some 
simple steps. Our manager at Seacroft Green 

talks about some common factors that can lead 
to a fall, and some simple tips on how you can 
reduce the risks.

•  We all know that regular exercise is beneficial 
for us and helps maintain good mobility, and 
decrease depression and pain. Preventing falls is 
no different, and supporting older adults to be 
active is key to reducing the risks and keeping 
healthy. Here are some other useful tips. 

•  As we age, most of us lose some coordination, 
flexibility, and balance. Ensure glasses are 
the right prescription and label if possible so 
they can be easily identified in a care home 
environment. 

•  Encourage people at risk to see the chiropodist 
since foot care is really important. Also, it may 
be best to choose shoes that support the 
ankles, rubber soles and easy fasteners.

•  Some medications have side effects, like 
dizziness and dehydration which may lead to a 
fall. Environmental considerations can help,  
such as practical flooring, bright  
lighting and reducing the  
need to walk long  
distances.

FALLS 
PREVENTION 
WEEK

ADELINA PANGILINAN  
Home Manager, Seacroft Green

THE ROLE OF COLOUR IN 
INTERIOR DESIGN FOR  
DEMENTIA COMMUNITIES

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY
On 10th October, we celebrated World Mental 
Health Day across the Springfield Healthcare 
Group! At Mayfield View, staff were welcomed  
to their shift with an array of gifts and sweet 
treats for them to help themselves too.  
Residents acknowledged the day by tucking  
into some delicious homemade cakes and 
activities to support their mental health.

Acknowledging this day is important  
for us with our mission to break down  
the stigma around mental health.

Mark Wilson, a regular respite resident at 
Seacroft Grange, is well known for his work in 
support of Parkinson’s UK. At the age of 40,  
Mark was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease.  
He has since been using poetry as a way to 
express how he feels. 

“I started writing poetry about 18 months ago” 
said Mark. “I found it hard to tell people how I felt, 
but I could write it down.” He recently wrote a 
book of poems that was published on Amazon 
in July 2022, with funds being donated to 
Parkinson’s UK.

To date, Mark has raised more than £44,000 
and continues to organise events to spread 
awareness for this charity. In July 2022, he 
won the Yorkshire Comedy Awards Lifetime 
Achievement Award for services to comedy and 
fundraising for Parkinson’s UK.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT  
AWARD WINNER

Reds, golds, and oranges are cognitively 
stimulating and help increase brainwave 

activity. These colours work well in dining room 
environments because they promote sociable 
feelings and can help stimulate the appetite.

Green promotes a sense of nature and energy. 
The incorporation of nature into interiors 

through biophilic design can help increase a 
sense of calm and promotes a good sense of 
balance. This is why features such as living walls 
and planting are increasingly used across office 
environments and other often sterile interiors to 
promote calm productivity. Green is a particularly 
good colour for use in bedrooms.

Yellow represents sunshine and energy and 
when used in a controlled way, through 

the use of a painted feature wall, artwork or 
accessories, it can be excellent at making many 
people feel happy. Too much yellow can be seen 
to enhance feelings of emotional distress in 
some people however and so yellow is best used 
combined with other colours.

Blue is associated with serenity; it can help 
evoke memories of cloudless skies and 

crystal seas. Blues work well for use in bedrooms, 
bathrooms and living areas, but selecting the 
right tones are essential. With failing eyesight as 
we age, light blue / grey shades are one of the 
first colours we lose and so selecting mid tones 
with good levels of contrast is essential.

GREENS REDS /  GOLDS /  ORANGES

YELLOWS BLUES

Colours can have a  
significant effect on any interior and 

therefore selecting the right colour can  
help influence the mood and wellbeing of  
residents. Here’s what Victoria Croft, 
Founder of Juniper Partnership Interior 

Designs, had to say...
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METHOD:

1.  Heat the oil in a saucepan over a 
medium heat. Add the onion and garlic 
and fry for 3–4 minutes, until softened.

2.  Add the frozen peas , mint leaves and 
vegetable stock and bring to the boil. 
Reduce the heat and simmer for ten 
minutes.

3.  Add the cream/coconut milk and use  
a hand blender to liquidise the soup.

4.  Season with salt and ground black 
pepper, to taste and serve in a warm 
bowl, with warm bread roll.

SOUP INGREDIENTS

1 tbsp oil

1 garlic clove, chopped

1 onion, chopped

300g frozen peas

300ml vegetable stock

75ml double cream or 150ml tinned  
coconut milk for a dairy free option

Salt and ground black pepper

Handful of mint leaves

METHOD:

1.  Add the flour, yeast, salt, sugar and oil into a bowl 
and pour over 325ml of warm water. Mix until it all 
comes together into a dough. Cover and leave for 
10 minutes. 

2.  Lightly oil your work surface and tip the dough onto 
it. Knead the dough for at least 10 minutes until it 
tightens and becomes springy. Knead the dough 
into a ball shape and place in a clean and oiled bowl. 
Leave for 1 hour or until it has doubled in size. 

3.  Place the dough onto a lightly floured surface and 
roll. Half the dough, then divide each half into four 
to create eight equal portions. Roll each portion 
into a tight ball and place on a dusted baking tray, 
leaving some room between each ball for rising. 
Cover with a damp tea towel and leave in a warm 
place to prove for 40 minutes - 1 hour.

4. Preheat the oven to 210C fan or gas 8. 

  When the dough is ready, dust each ball with a 
dusting of flour, glaze the rolls with a beaten egg 
and top with seeds of choice. Bake for 25- 30 
minutes, until light brown. Leave to cool on a wire 
rack.

 ENJOY !

LET  US  KNOW 
HOW YOU  GET 
ON !  TAG  US  ON 
FACEBOOK !

@SpringfieldHealthcareUK

Residents love a good hearty soup during 
the Autumn months. Why not try our 

delicious pea and mint soup for a perfect 
Autumn lunch to enjoy with the family.

BREAD ROLL INGREDIENTS:

500 strong white bread flour, plus extra for dusting

7g sachet fast action yeast

1 tsp white caster sugar

2 tsp fine salt

1 tsp sunflower oil, plus extra for the work surface and bowl

1 egg (for glazing)

1 tbsp seeds of choice

OUR FAVOURITE 
AUTUMN READS

BY GRAHAME ANDERSON

This book focuses on the journey through 
each stage of life. It is a thought-provoking 
story of life, death, nature, life-changing 
chance encounters, and a timely reminder that 
we are all in control of our own destinies.

BY CYNTH IA  HARROD  EAGLES

The Morland Dynasty-by Cynthia Harrod 
Eagles is a series of historical novels that 
recount the lives of the Moorland family of 
York and their national and international 
relatives.

As we say hello to those darker nights of 
Autumn, we’re sharing our top reads for 
those cosy nights in. We chatted to Renee 
at Seacroft Grange Care Village who shared 
some of her favourite books with us.

AUTUMN 
PEA SOUP

BY L IANE  MOR IART

This book follows the four Delaney siblings 
after the disappearance of their mother, Joy 
Delaney. The police soon identify their father, 
Stan, as a possible person of interest in her 
case. #1 New York Times Bestseller and a must 
read thriller. 

BY ROALD  DAHL

A classic with weird, wonderful and sometimes 
scary short stories. Great for blustery nights 
tucked under a blanket!

APPLES 
NEVER  FALL

TALES  OF  THE 
UNEXPECTED

THE 
MORLAND 
DYNASTY 
SER IES

THE  BEST 
SEAT  IN  THE 
UN IVERSE 
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INTERGENERATIONAL 
PROJECTS  
AT SEACROFT GRANGE

Through our intergenerational projects,  
we celebrate local opportunities where 
different age groups come together to 

allow friendships to be formed!

Over the last few years, as communications 
have dwindled, we have found different ways 
to communicate with one another. Students 
at Beechwood Primary School gifted 
residents, at Seacroft Grange, a selection 
of seedlings which they planted during 
gardening club “Big Bloomers!” Residents and 
staff had a great time planting the seedlings 
and enjoyed watching them grow and flower.

Residents received some lovely letters from 
the students, which they enjoyed responding 
too. We were then fortunate to welcome the 
children to our home and spend time with 
residents on all communities. We sat outside 
and listened to the children sing songs - our 
residents were full of smiles! 

These projects provide a variety of benefits 
for residents, we have seen many residents’ 
self-esteem and confidence grow as a result 
of the interactions with the students. It also 
offers residents with the opportunity to 
learn more about the different cultures and 
traditions of the modern day. This project 
is not only connecting young people to the 
older generation, it also encourages lots of 
interesting questions.

I recently joined the team at Springfield 
Healthcare as Peripatetic Manager, 
currently focusing on Springfield’s 
latest and very exciting project, Chapter 
House Care Home in Beverley. I have had 
the opportunity to lead this project by 
commissioning the new team. I am so 
excited to see what our newly formed 
team can achieve and how we can use 
our skills and experiences to improve the 
lives of our residents. 

We have appointed a truly amazing 
wellbeing team who have been working 
closely with the activities’ teams in 
other Springfield homes to develop 
an exciting activities programme 
for residents. We want to ensure 
that residents can maintain their 
independence and continue to do 
everything they did before becoming 
moving into Chapter House.

“We’re also 
excited to work 
with those in our 
community, to 
welcome them 
to our home 
and to create 
intergenerational 
relationships 
with local 
schools”

We are in a unique position in 
that the home is in the very 
heart of the community, so we 
will be supporting residents to 
get involved with local events 
and groups along with organising 
regular trips into the town centre.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  
with Robert Hall, Peripatetic Manager

BOOK A  TOUR

01482  
904647 

HERITAGE OPEN DAY AT 
SPRINGFIELD’S GROVE HOUSE

Grove House is the former home and 
workplace of Samson Fox, Harrogate’s 

famous engineering inventor, benefactor, and 
mayor. It has since been used as a school, 
hospital, orphanage, and convalescent home, 
and will soon be converted into a care village 
by Springfield Healthcare.

As part of September’s Heritage Open Day in 
Harrogate, we welcomed over 150 guests to 
Grove House. Four tours were delivered and 
lots of stories about our historic building were 
shared. Samson Fox’s photo album and roast 
ox carving set were a real point of interest for 
lots of people!

Springfield Healthcare were also delighted 
to sponsor ‘The Man Who Captured 
Sunlight’, which followed the story of 
Samson Fox at Harrogate’s Royal Hall on 
September 23rd. Samson Fox was the only 
man to be Lord Mayor of Harrogate three 
times, donating money towards the actual 
building of the Royal Hall and Grove House.

W:  www.springfieldhealthcare.com/ 
 care-homes/care-villages/chapter-house/ 



Jenny Delic, Group Head of HR, said 

“We’re very pleased to have been 
recognised by IIP for the first time.  
The award demonstrates the  
work we are putting into  
our people management,  
including our growing  
focus on staff wellbeing.”

We recently gained the prestigious  
‘We Invest in People’ award from 

Investors In People (IIP). This accreditation 
considers the latest workplace trends, 
essential skills and effective structures 
required to perform at the highest level.  
Only companies who can clearly 
demonstrate that they are leading and 
managing their teams effectively and 
sustainably to deliver business goals will be 
considered to join the 50,000 companies 
worldwide who have met the standards.
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If you’re looking for a career in care, look 
no further. View Springfield’s latest job 
vacancies and apply today! We have plenty 
of exciting staff rewards and benefits,  
get in touch to find out more. 

MySpringfield  
App

Development Progression 
& Career Opportunities

Dementia Bronze 
Training Programme 

Blue Light Card -  
2 Year Membership

Medicash Health and 
Wellbeing Cash Plan

WORK  
WITH US

T:  0113 537 1672
E:  info@springfieldhealthcare.com
W:  www.springfieldhealthcare.com

CONTACT US


